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      2.1  5G, spectrum implications and
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Course OutlineIntended Audience
Those in business roles who need to speak accurately and
confidently about 5G and its applications.

Objectives
After completing this course, the student will be able to:
■   Concisely define 5G
■   Describe three areas of flexibility designed into
      5G
■   Explain the benefits and challenges of deploying
      5G in millimeter-wave and low-band spectrum
■   Describe different approaches that operators will
      take in deploying 5G
■   List and defend several key applications of 5G
■   Describe the 5G landscape in terms of the
      ecosystem and major players

Prerequisites
■   None

Required Equipment
■   None

5G is generating a lot of discussion as the successor to 4G LTE. This primer looks carefully at 5G and provides a well-reasoned view of the technology
and its potential. It brings a practical clarity to the question 'What is 5G?', defining 5G and covering important 5G terms and concepts. It helps
participants explain why not all 5G is created equal, and explores the inherent flexibility built into the 5G specification. It also provides a perspective
on the applications and monetization potential for this new technology.
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